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1. Research focus
We started our research on mapping out current megatrends that impact labor market mostly. At the
beginning of a Fourth Industrial Revolution technological developments in genetics, artificial
intelligence, robotics, nanotechnology, 3D printing and biotechnology, are all building on and
amplifying one another. Smart systems—homes, factories, farms, grids or cities—will help tackle
problems ranging from supply chain management to climate change.
As technological changes are more rapid than ever before in the history entire industries are going to
have to adjust to the changes. It also means that most occupations are undergoing a fundamental
transformation. While some jobs are threatened by redundancy and others grow rapidly, existing jobs
are also going through a change in the skill sets required to do them.

1.1 Why this focus?
The question is how business, government and individuals will react to these developments. To
prevent a worst-case scenario—technological change accompanied by talent shortages, mass
unemployment and growing inequality—reskilling and upskilling of today’s workers will be critical.
While much has been said about the need for reform in basic education, it is simply not possible to
weather the current technological revolution by waiting for the next generation’s workforce to become
better prepared. Instead it is critical that businesses take an active role in supporting their current
workforces through re-training, that individuals take a proactive approach to their own lifelong
learning and that governments create the enabling environment, rapidly and creatively, to assist these
efforts. In particular, business collaboration within industries to create larger pools of skilled talent will
become indispensable, as will multi-sector skilling partnerships that leverage the very same
collaborative models that underpin many of the technology-driven business changes underway today
(World Economic Forum Report 2016: The Future of Jobs)

1.2 Main target groups
While analyzing the drivers and motivation for lifelong learning we created 4 different target groups:

Characteristics

Currently
unemployed

Potential
Unemployed

Hobby workers

Self-driven
workers

Low self-esteem

Don´t worry about
future
AI takes job over if
not active in constant
self-development

Hobby is already main
source of living

Want meaningful job

Doesn´t know what to
learn or what she/he
wants
fear

Problem/
issue

main dependent on others
which will lead to low
self esteem

Forced to learn new
skills
BUT
lacks
motivation because
cannot see the value
of learning right now

Need for constant
recognition

Hobby could become
the main source of
living but currently
isn´t

Self-motivation
development
Never satisfied

for

In further research we decided to focus on target group “potential unemployed” because it is the
most critical group of people who should be motivated and nudged for constant self-development.

1.3 Research question
We decided to focus on the most urgent issue in the labor market– how to keep people´s skills updated
in the job market that is rapidly changed by technology.
We narrowed our focus down to companies and businesses because it is quicker way to influence
workforce than in education. Therefor our research question was how current feedback system in the
companies could be improved or changed so that it supports discovering the value(s) of constant selfdevelopment.

2. Research and main findings
Our research was divided into 3 stages:
1. Reading and analyzing labor market strategies and surveys done: we worked through many
different documents ie Estonian government strategy of future job market; Education
Industry and Trends in Europe; many different analyses about adult learning and online
education trends; articles and reports about future job market etc.
2. Panel discussion with an agency who conducted massive survey on behalf of Estonian
Unemployment Office (Eesti Töötukassa): In January 2018 was conducted a representative
survey (30 in-depth interviews) among active working people and recently unemployed
people to ask about their adult learning habits and future plans. The survey was ordered by
Estonian Unemployment Office who is working on strategy and action plan how to boost and
popularize adult´s lifelong learning to prevent the increase of unemployment rate in Estonia.
Their activities are driven from the fact that if people do not invest their time and energy in
constant development they will be unskilled and soon unemployed.
3. Conducted in depth interviews with HR professionals and employees
We also conducted a short quality research by ourselves. We interviewed three HR professionals in
Estonia (Skype; Luminor and Ekspress Meedia) and we did two persona interviews with the
representatives of different employee target groups: currently unemployed stay-home mom; selftaught and self-driven freelancer who is constantly developing his skills.

2.1 Main findings
Interviews and panel discussion main findings about the motivation factors for adult´s lifelong
learning were following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

self-motivated people are young and old, personality
managers avoid hiring unreliable people who are immune to education
people with lower income and simple jobs make reasoned decisions and put family first
connections are most important = “a friend told me…” (more reliable than Töötukassa)
formal vs informal learning
potentially unemployed people do not feel that their position might be gone in the future
people see formal learning as something unpleasant (bad experiences at school)
people need small rewards to encourage them to move forward
older people need something recognisable and relatable, safety net
(same interests, working environment)
healthy people with low-education could be influenced the most
being rich means you have a job

•
•

fast forward vs rewind (videos), difference between young and old people
mental health is extremely important

We realized from the interviews that people sense formal and in-formal learning differently. For formal
learning (schools, official courses, seminars, conferences etc) motivation must come with some
benefits like better salary or better position and informal learning (youtube, podcasts, books, blogs
etc) is not defined as official learning so it can be done more easily or without any high expectations.
The main challenge for government and companies is how to motivate people to take more action in
formal learning because it is usually more systematical (process based) way to improve skills rather
than informal learning that can be described as burst learning (knowing a bit about everything but not
actually gaining fully new skills).
Our research showed that there are 3 main impulses for adult´s formal lifelong learning:
•
•
•

self-reflection
feedback or influence from family/friends/peer groups
feedback from manager and colleagues (annual official feedback or everyday task-based
feedback)

Interviews with HR professionals revealed that current feedback system in most companies is
inconsistent and outdated one-way system which doesn´t support discovering the values of constant
self-development and renewing your skill sets. It is rather just reporting on status quo and does not
give any impulses for future perspectives.

2.2 Conclusions of the research
Labor market is very much influenced by the rapid technological changes which will lead to the
extension of some professions and creation of new ones. It is clear that jobs won’t entirely disappear
but many will simply be redefined. The main problem is that people will likely lack new skillsets
required for new roles and be out of work anyway.
In January 2017, a McKinsey & Company study found that about 30% of tasks in 60% of
occupations could be computerized and 75 million to 375 million may need to switch occupational
categories and learn new skills.
It it’s worth stressing that automation isn’t synonymous with job losses. There is a large number of
jobs exposed to automation but it doesn´t mean that the jobs will entirely vanish; rather, they will be
redefined. It has been analyzed and studied by different global agencies which job categories are more
influenced by automatization and which ones less. The jobs that are most at risk are those which are
on some level routine, repetitive and predictable. Telemarketing, for example, is a highly routine job
and has 99% probability of automation according to The Future of Employment report.
So in conclusion when new skills become in demand as fast as others become extinct, employability is
less about what you already know and more about your capacity to learn. It requires a new mindset
for both employers trying to develop a workforce with the right skillsets, and for individuals seeking to
advance their careers.
World Economic Forum has defined one skill that has become crucial for people to save their jobs –
learnability. In means develpoing the ability to learn new skills quickly and to identify emerging trends
and adapt to them AND it means to keep agile mind and be always ready for changes.

3.Concept development
Without urgent and targeted action today to manage the near-term transition and build a workforce
with futureproof skills, governments will have to cope with ever-growing unemployment and
inequality, and businesses with a shrinking consumer base.
Industries have to invest in the reskilling of current employees as part of their change management
and future workforce planning efforts, making it by far the highest-ranked such strategy overall.
Therefor we decided to design a solution that would help to prevent the problem of the growth of
unskilled people.
We created a service platform for companies that provides customized (sector based) suggestions
for their employee development plans based on data, future job market trends & predictions and
skills needed in their future jobs.
Data

How does the system work?

Sector based
recommendations

Call to action

Execution

Sources of data

Key stakeholders
We designed the service platform for HR professionals and business managers who have to invest in
their team´s constant development. As the usage and quality of data is a key element in the platform
our core stakeholders are:
•
•
•

Big survey companies who conduct representative surveys on labor market trends
International agencies and organizations that create long term analyses and reports on labor
market
Universities; different educational organizations; HR companies

4. Final product
EMKEY is a service platform and tool for companies that provides customized (sector based)
suggestions for their employee development plans based on their input, data, future job market trends
& predictions and skills needed in their future jobs.
It is a tool that combines together different tools that HR and managers are using today (performance
management tools; KPI-s; employee personal profile etc) and in addition to currently available and
used tools it also suggests new skillset training programs for each employee based on future trends
and his/her profile.
The platform´s functionality depends on the data it receives and the system is constantly getting better
if new data is inserted. For example if people attend some courses or training programs the feedback
from the universities or trainers will be inserted to the program.
Even though the service platform is designed as a tool for managers and HR professionals it has also
some functions that interact with employees. They have an opportunity to give important information
about their performance, interests, challenges etc.
EMKEY functions:

Employee´s profile

Training suggestions

Employee´s interaction

Summary
We have designed a B2B service platform that is filling a big innovation cap in HR and management
field in supporting employee´s constant self-development. The driver for this product is a strong and
real-life need for an assisting tool that would make manager´s and HR professional´s work easier to
drive their team´s development plans and allocate training budgets systematically. Currently the
budgets are spent quite randomly based on employee´s preferences but there is no longer view on
what kind of skills are needed in the different job categories in the nearest future.
Many HR professionals and managers have told us that EMKEY would be a useful tool and it would
modernize the outdated feedback and personal development plan discussions. It would also engage
employee´s more frequently to the feedback process and give them more systematic view on their
career plan.
All in all we believe that this service platform would bring benefits both for companies and employees
and in the long run could prevent massive unemployment due to lack of skilled employees.

EMKEY – key to empower your employee´s future
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